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Boxing, like painting, is made up of both small jabs and broad strokes. At the Art Directors Club in New York in May, “Round 
Zero” showcased the work of four artists—Jerome Lagarrigue, Joe Adolphe, Tim Okamura, and Taha Clayton—inspired by 
boxing. Dexter Wimberly, curator of “Round Zero,” called it “a primal, atavistic presentation of �gurative painting, steeped in 
pain and sacri�ce.”

In Jerome Lagarrigue’s close ups, the paint seems to drip o� of the canvas like sweat, evoking the intensity of a gaze or the 
strain of a muscle. This intensity appears in Joe Adolphe’s large, closely cropped portraits, which are fractured into pieces, 
visually resembling shards of glass. Taha Clayton’s paintings are more intimate in size and range from �ght scenes to central, 
locked images of a black �st raised in the air. Boxing, hip-hop, and references to historical art come together in the motion-
less, proud �gures in Tim Okamura’s work.

I met with the artists at the Art Directors Club gallery days before their show. We discussed perceptions of their work, how 
perception relates to identity, and what it means to be an American artist—or if that means anything at all.

—Haniya Rae for Guernica

Guernica: What do you think it means to be an American painter?

Joe Adolphe: If I were to answer that question in terms of what shapes you, I’d say that what’s great about America is that it’s 
so wide open. One of the big barriers that we experience as contemporary painters is that there’s a classically trained 
academic system, and then the other school is wide open.

Guernica: Why choose portraiture and not other subject matter?

Joe Adolphe: Mark Rothko said that what makes a great painting is a combination of romanticism, tragedy, and a preoccupa-
tion with death. There is portraiture in my work for this exhibition, but it’s because it applies to my central theme. That 
combination of romanticism and tragedy is the story of boxing. It’s Muhammad Ali’s life. I didn’t paint a black man, I painted a 
man. And those are the themes that interest me. At the end of the day, I look at painting for painting’s sake. It’s about color 
and shape and composition. And that’s the language of the painter as opposed to the content.

Guernica: So when you were asked to do the show, was it because everyone was painting this subject matter?

Joe Adolphe: It took place before the show even took shape. We all had a common interest in boxing as a subject. It became 
a larger metaphor for life, and how you have to �ght. In contemporary life, the god is security and comfort. That’s the Ameri-
can drive. I believe the leading cause of death in America is mediocrity, and biting o� too little in life. If you’re going to be a 
painter or a boxer, security and comfort have to be left aside.

Guernica: As a group of companions, is there any competitiveness between you? Especially in New York?

Joe Adolphe: Under the surface, there’s probably the thought of, “Aw man, what did he do?” but at the end of the day, we 
need one of us, or all of us, to succeed. It really is the painter against the world, just like the boxer against everyone else. If 
you start letting the negative thinking in it will sabotage you. And there are so many reasons to be negative. That’s why we 
go to openings. You don’t want to go to openings as the painter. The unhappiest person at an opening is always the painter; 
you can tell they’re su�ering their way through it. But you go there because you have to support your friend through this 
horrible event.

Heavyweight Paint
Haniya Rae interviews Jerome Lagarrigue, Joseph Adolphe, Taha Clayton, and Tim Okamura
June 17, 2013
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It is di�cult to do justice to the scope and breadth of an artist’s experience in a single article; presenting a slate of artists in 
single piece, may simply be over-reaching. That said, it seemed a challenge worth pursuing as I ventured out to artists’ 
studios, galleries and businesses in Westville’s weekend of open studios, October 2-3; part of the annual Artspace City-Wide 
Open Studios event.  This extended survey and accompanying photo montages provide a glimpse of some of Westville’s 
artists, and the ideas that inform their work. Apologies to those artists, who because of time constraints, were missed.

West Rock Avenue at the juncture of Whalley Avenue, has evolved into an a serious and amazing arts cluster, due in-part, to 
the vision and work of arts and real-estate developer Thea Buxbaum and husband Gar Watermann, an acclaimed sculptor.  
The couple planted seeds of revitalization in 1997 when they purchased a languishing brick structure at the end of West 
Rock Avenue that cozies up to the West River.  The building had been in the path of a legendary 100 year �ood that in 1982, 
consumed parts of Westville and resulted in the recon�guration and forti�cation of the river’s twists-and-turns by the U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers. Overgrown with weeds and in a state of gross disrepair, the couple purchased the long-neglected 
former business structure for all of one dollar, from the City of New Haven. It was a wise investment for the City - the building 
was returned to the tax rolls, and in the bargain, two highly motivated pioneers that have helped give rise to what can be 
described as a Renaissance of the area, were retained.

Entering the gallery at 425 West Rock Avenue, one could easily think they had stepped into a Chelsea gallery or any sophisti-
cated New York City art space.  On display is the work of Gar Waterman (pictured above) and Joseph Adolphe (pictured), a 
Westville painter.  Waterman, is a lean man who works in weighty materials. Blocks of marble and onyx culled from quarries 
in Pietrasanta, Italy (and other parts of the world) where artisans and sculptors have acquired raw materials since before the 
Renaissance, are selected by Waterman for shipment back to his New Haven studio.

The son of oceanographic �lm maker Stan Waterman, Gar grew up exploring the ocean depths and came to love the unique 
living forms he encountered in its watery ecosystems.  Among some of his sea-life inspired sculptures are undulating, showy 
forms based on tiny, little-seen gastropod-mollusks called nudibranchs.  The name derives from the Latin term “nudus” or 
naked, and the Greek term “branckia,” meaning gills, or, naked-gills.  “Sea slugs,” as Nudibranches are sometimes called, seems 
a misnomer for such resplendent, colorful creatures.  Waterman’s delicate, opaque and translucent sculptures, are a marvel of 
transformation as he works large stone blocks in the subtractive and additive processes of the sculptor.  The resulting 
ultra-smooth surfaces and colorful striations of his sculptures beg to be touched; the unusual forms inspire inquiry in much 
the same way one may experience when viewing an actual specimen. Waterman hopes that the Art-Science connection that 
informs his pieces, will help grow awareness of the importance of marine conservation and ecological stewardship that is 
critical to the survival of all species. Throughout the living and studio areas, are some of Waterman’s more familiar aquatic 
forms, as well as fanciful, welded metal sculptures based on sea creatures, insects, and intriguing “tin men” that represent a 
departure from the nature-inspired series.

Joseph Adolphe is a drawing and painting instructor at St. John’s University in Queens, NY.  The busy father of six children, 
lives on Central Avenue in Westville, also the location of his studio.  Adolphe, a �gurative painter, is exhibiting a series of 
small architectural oils; painterly jewels saturated in warm terra cotta tones that achieve a certain monumentality when set 
against negative spaces of blue sky. The images depict decaying Roman ruins and the Colosseum - a subject that can be 
challenging, owing to its familiarity and ubiquitous depictions over the centuries, according to Adolphe.  “The trick,” he said, 
quoting the poet and critic Ezra Pound, “...is to make it new.”  Adolphe has certainly achieved this through graphic cropping 
and use of space that suggests a modern sensibility, even as he seeks to unveil layers of history and meaning in the textured 
surfaces of ancient ruins.

Open Studios Meets Westville Renaissance

by David Sepulveda | Oct 15, 2010 11:00 am
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One works large and one works small. One painter explores interiors. Sometimes with �gurative portraiture, and the other 
revels in the abstract geometries of urban landscape forms. Despite their dissimilarities, the paintings of Joseph Adolphe and 
John Ferry make for a strikingly complementary show at Kehler Liddell Gallery in Westville.

Part of the reason for that is that both artists invest a great deal of attention in the surfaces of their works. In Adolphe's 
"Vigilance"—a formal portrait of three young girls—there is a great swirling of wide brush strokes coating the surface of the 
canvas. According to Frank Bruckmann, a local painter who was gallery sitting when I visited, Adolphe likely applied an 
undercoating of white gesso. Adolphe appears to have scraped into some of the painted areas to add biting gestural 
highlights.

Along one wall, a series of Adolphe's large still life abstractions are displayed. (They may, in fact, be two series, judging by the 
titles.) From left to right, they progress from a relatively straightforward still life of a heavy crumpled cloth on a wooden table 
into canvases where the cloth seems to take on a life of its own. Over the half dozen paintings, it lifts o�, twists and turns in 
colored space, until by "Untitled No. 7" the image is pure abstraction. Folds of yellow, gold and orange turn in upon them-
selves, spitting o� fragments of color.

In all of these, there is as much attention devoted to working the surface as to delineating the forms. The �rst work on the 
left, "Easter No. 1," although closest to pure still life, is lively with daubs and swirls of color. As much as it rewards standing 
back and taking in the whole, it is a treat to get in close and absorb the detailed areas where wet swirls of paint rub up 
against one another.

On the facing wall, Adolphe o�ers a series of large paintings that combine his still life interest with a talent for �gurative 
portraiture. There's an interesting balance between the formal and informal in these paintings. The man and woman in "The 
Couple" sit side by side, forearms touching and the �ngers of her right hand barely alight on the back of his left hand. And 
while they look straight out at the viewer as in a formal portrait, their posture is slumped and a�ect bored. Get on with it, 
already! It's a pose but a self-evidently weary one. As in several of Adolphe's works, ceramic cups and vases, some fruit and a 
potted plant are arranged on a simple wooden table.

Unlike the work of local artist Steve DiGiovanni, also a specialist in �gurative interiors, Adolphe's paintings don't actively 
evoke narrative. This is so even when there are slightly mysterious elements, as in "Faith" and "The Double," two works that 
feature the bald-headed Adolphe as his own model. The still life set-up of jugs and a ceramic cup on the tabletop in "Faith" 
takes center stage. Adolphe, in shadows o� to the left and peering around the side of a cloth backdrop, is more of a prop 
than a character. (Adolphe's attention to surface, particularly that of the table and the ceramics, is especially evocative in this 
work.) As with Nathan Lewis, Adolphe is a master at depicting the human �gure.

There are no human �gures in John Ferry's paintings. He has a fascination with the weight, contours and presence of vintage 
urban architecture. With some of these small paintings—"ADM #3," "Kansas City #8"—Ferry's compositions straddle the line 
between urban landscape and geometric abstraction. The subject matter in others is more direct. With "Decatur #2," "Decatur 
#1," "Kansas City #1," "Kansas City #2" and "New York #3," Ferry's heavy application of paint yields a surface that is intensely 
tactile and almost sculptural. Studying these works, I can imagine running my �ngertips over the rough con�uence of early 
20th century brick and mortar. By privileging texture over �ne detail, Ferry evokes a rough and raw past. We can feel it even 
as it disappears. He also has a superb way with light. In "Kansas City #2," the buildings glow with the palpable illumination of 
late afternoon, the gold before the dusk settles in.

More than scratching the surface

by Hank Ho�man | February 21, 2008
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Some artists seem to speak exclusively to themselves, in terms that others can only speculate about. Most, however, are social beings whose work 
re�ects their interactions with the world--especially the art world--around them. To create Conversations, an exhibit at Evergreen House, curator 
Barry Nemett played the role of social director, deliberately stimulating back-and-forth among 36 di�erent groups of two to four artists who, in 
nearly all cases, had never collaborated before. While at least one artist in each group has ties to the Maryland Institute College of Art (where Nemett 
chairs the painting department), the artists are all over the map in terms of style, form, media, and how they chose to connect with each other. The 
collective result seems, at �rst glance, to be a bit of a free-for-all, but as one follows the exhibit from one grouping to the next, visual and conceptual 
themes emerge.

Not surprisingly, Nemett's own contribution to the show--created along with his daughter Laini Nemett and friend Robert Kogge--o�ers a vivid 
example of what the curator means by "conversation." The composite piece, "An Owl's Tale Too" began with Kogge's response to a quiet still life, 
"Pianello," by a fourth artist, William Bailey. Kogge sent a reproduction of Bailey's painting to both Nemetts, along with a few of his own still-life 
works. The Nemetts sent back drawings of their own, echoing elements of Kogge's pieces--a shape, a color, a texture, an emotion. Over the course of 
the exchange, images arose and recurred: bare trees, pieces of fruit, keys, pictures within pictures. The volley continued until the group had accumu-
lated enough images--21 in all--to �ll a subdivided frame roughly three feet wide and six feet tall. The completed piece is something like a wordless, 
inexplicit page of comics. The viewer moves intuitively from panel to panel, teasing out scraps of memory and a wintry sense of nostalgia.

Nemett, however, didn't create a template for others to follow. Starting in 2001, he recruited artists he knew and/or admired, and nudged them 
toward whatever seemed to be a natural or appropriate collaboration. "In every case there were numerous conversations," Nemett says in a recent 
interview. "I explained the project, that it could be either a traditional collaboration or some other form of conversation. More often than not I had 
someone else in mind for [each artist], but there were enough occasions where the person wanted to participate but had never done a collaboration 
before and didn't know what do to. . . . We'd �gure out who would be a good partner. It was kind of organic." When a particular partnership or 
project didn't work out, Nemett urged his artists to �nd alternatives. "It was de�nitely a labor of love on my part," he says. "That's what got me 
through the whole thing."

If not exactly love, mutual respect and a�ection shine through many of the interactive works, and are evident in the artists' statements that 
appear--with much editing, Nemett laments--in the handsome and helpful catalog. For example, old friends and fellow draftsmen James Hennessey 
and Bernard Chaet took the time-honored and seemingly obvious approach of drawing each other with pencils on paper. But read the �ne print: 
two of the four drawings on display were done 40 years earlier in Rome. Exhibited together, the drawings say something about the men's lifelong 
dedication to art, and about their relationship as people.

Local hero Raoul Middleman and Michael Tenner are similarly joined by subject matter and friendship: boyhood pals, they reunited as adults on 
camping trips in the Utah desert, where Tenner, a physician, took gorgeous color photographs while Middleman created watercolors.

Other pairings are based on shared design or imagery. Bonnie Sklarski's "Pasiphaë" is a cool, misty landscape with mythological �gures, hearkening 
to classical techniques and subject matter but inspired by (and displayed with) Philip Koch's "Red Arcadia," a brooding, strongly stylized landscape in 
tones of brown, red, and almost-black. As di�erent as yang and yin, the pictures share compositional structures and mythic overtones.

A few groups produced unitary collaborative pieces, with varying levels of success. Catherine Behrent and Dennis Farber's "Tower of Babble" is a 
montage of painted, drawn, and digitally printed human �gures, piling modern photos on top of historical images. A dynamic design, anchored by a 
photo of a little boy with arms outstretched, rescues the piece from being a mere pastiche. A joint project by painters Marshall Arisman, Joseph 
Adolphe, and John Ferry doesn't hang together: The three components on one canvas are so dissimilar in style, scale, and apparent subject matter 
that they might as well have been separate pieces. The artists' notes hint at some friction among them and some discomfort with the process.

Other aggregations include teachers with their former students, a sculptor with dancers and a choreographer, two printmakers who both love (and 
include with their contribution) the poetry of Wallace Stevens, and a painter (Tezh Modarressi) with her mother, who happens to be a famous author 
(Anne Tyler).

So diverse are the styles and visions presented here--and so bold are the experiments--that viewers will come away with strong likes and dislikes. 
Still, it's the sort of exhibit that can open visitors' eyes to ideas and approaches they hadn't considered before. By eavesdropping on the artists' 
conversations, we understand them better as human beings, and so gain insights about their art. 

Dialogue Boxes
Curator Barry Nemett Plays Matchmaker in Conversations
By Tom Chalkley | 12/10/2003
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